
 

WHAT IS THE MATTER BETWEEN THE FRENCH JUSTICE 

 

AND 

 

MARC LAMBINET AND HIS DAUGHTER ELODIE ? 

 

 

Since many years, we try to understand the motivation of the French Justice in the case of 

Marc LAMBINET and his daughter Elodie LAMBINET. 

Why such a relentlessness and such a tormenting on him and his daughter ??? 

The Committee of Support to Elodie LAMBINET and his President, Marc SALFATI, are 

very anxious. The French Justice has taken the decision on February, 11
th

, 2010, to suspend 

all contacts between Elodie and her Dad, until January 2012 ? Why ? We will fight as far as 

we can for Elodie so that she may see her Dad regularly and may communicate normally with 

him. 

We are very, very anxious. 

Alarming signals let us think of the worse : 

- On June 22
nd

, 2006, Elodie is “ kidnapped “ by a Jewish Organization who is called : 

O.S.E. (Oeuvres de Secours aux Enfants, Paris X), sent by the President of Judges of 

Children, Miss Martine de MAXIMY, of Crown Court of Nanterre (92), to a secret 

destination (?). Nobody knows! Neither Dad, not Mam, not DDASS (?), which has not 

heared a case of child in danger, in Boulogne-Billancourt (92), in the circumstances 

Elodie !!! WHY ??? 

 

- Since then, Elodie has changed although she was happy (the drawings that you will 

find on the website : www.adire.us, columns: “thanks”, confirm it). Her Dad fetch her 

two week-end by month, half of the small holidays and half of the summer holidays 

and everything was fine. Since then the French Justice has destroyed it all. WHY  ??? 

 

- The French Justice blame Marc LAMBINET for not having a principal residence in 

France and especially in the Paris’s Region. WHY ??? Marc LAMBINET is 

Canadian and he lives in the USA, in NEVADA. QUID ??? 

 

- The French State gives on July 2008, a French passport to Elodie LAMBINET for to 

leave to … CORSICA (??), although there is a territory exit ban for Elodie, except in 

case of agreement of both parents. WHY ??? Marc LAMBINET has never gives his 

agreement. QUID ??? 

 

http://www.adire.us/


- Elodie LAMBINET is also CANADIAN but The Canadian Ambassador has still not 

succeeded in meeting with Elodie. WHY ??? 

 

- On February 11
th

, 2010, the French Justice decide to suspend all meetings between 

Elodie and her Dad. WHY ??? 

 

- The strangest for us : the Counsel of Elodie LAMBINET and the Counsel of Miss 

KORBAN, the Mother, have asked to Marc LAMBINET, the Father, to provide them 

with a copy of…the Family Tree (?). WHY ??? and above all WHAT FOR ? 

 

All these questions are without answers. 

The Committee of Support to Elodie LAMBINET only wants one thing : that 

everything comes back as it was before June 22
nd

, 2006, so that Elodie communicate 

normally with her Dad and so that she may also see him regularly. 

 

THANKS ! 

On April, 15
th

, 2010 

 

Marc SALFATI 

President of  Committee of  Support to Elodie LAMBINET 

 

 

 

 


